2. Late Quaternary slip rates on the Oak Ridge fault, Transverse Ranges, California: Implications for seismic risk: (In press, Journal of Geophysical Research) PREFACE Fart 1 of this report describes the geology of the Oak Ridge fault zone and includes a geologic map, a structure contour map of the fault, and a structure contour map of a marker horizon approximately 1 Ha in age, all to a scale of 1:48,000. Also included are 9 structural cross sections, 8 of which cross the fault, and a geological history of the fault since the Miocene. The report concludes with a discussion of neotectonics and tectonic geomorphology of the fault, including trenching investigations at Hontalvo mounds and Bardsdale Cemetery. An appendix, with its own set of references, is titled "Age estimates of Saticoy and Montalvo mound soils" and is written by Thomas K. Rockwell of San Diego State University.
Fart 2 documents the late Quaternary slip rate on the fault and considers the fault recurrence interval in light of comparable reverse-fault earthquakes for which slip is known. This report concludes that a destructive earthquake may strike the lower Santa Clara Valley in the near future.
Introduction
The Oak Ridge fault is the southern boundary of the deep Ventura trough fron the Santa Barbara Channel east to the Santa Susana Mountains, a distance greater ^haa 100 km. It is longer, and it has greater displacement than any other south-dipping reverse5 fault in the western Transverse Ranges. In plan, It is shaped like a broad, open S, convex to the south offshore and convex to the north onshore ( Figure 1 ; Yeats, 1976) . The strike is northeast from Montalvo to South Mountain and east-northeast from South Mountain to Wiley Canyon. A£ Wiley Canyon, It splits Into two strands. The north strand continues east-northeast along the south side of the Santa Clara River and ends at the eastern end of the deep Ventura trough. The south strand continues east-southeast Into the Santa Susana Mountains where it is overridden by the Santa Susana fault (Yeats, 1979; 1987a) .
The western part of the Oak Ridge fault has no topographic expression due to the absence of uplift; the fault is marked by two blocks that subsided at different rates. 13 km east of the coastline, the hanging wall of the fault has topographic expression as Oak Ridge formed by uplift in late Quaternary time. The footwall block is tilted toward the fault such that the greatest subsidence occurred close to the fault. Santa Clara River follows the axis of this downfaulted block and is so close to the fault that for & considerable distance, the main channel is on the hanging-wall side. Accordingly, exposures of the youngest trace of the fault are rare.
In contrast, most of the other large-displacement reverse faults of the western Transverse Ranges dip north. These include the Malibu Coast, Red Mountain, San Cayetano, Santa Susana, and Sierra Madre faults. The Red Mountain, San Cayetano, and Santa Susana faults form part of a single, discontinuous, segmented fault system that trends slightly north of west. The Red Mountain and San Cayetano faults form the northern boundary of the deep Ventura trough, and the trough ends at the east end of the San Cayetano fault, close to the east end of the north strand of the Oak Ridge fault.
Earthquakes have occurred on the Oak Ridge fault offshore (Lee and Vedder, 1973; Yerkes and Lee, 1979) , but there is no historical or instrumental seismicity associated with the fault onshore. However, the fault produces pressure ridges near the coast (Yeats and others. 1981; Hall, 1982) , and it cuts a landslide and Holocene alluvial fan deposits east of Santa Paula, so it is considered as potentially active. The lack of tectonic geomorphic expression of the fault is due to the presence of the Santa Clara River along most of the length of the fault together with massive landslides on Oak Ridge. The fault was also active during deposition of the Pliocene-Pleistocene trough sequence, and there is indirect evidence of an ancestral normal fault in the middle Miocene. no strata older than Pliocene are exposed or reached by wells. The hangingwall block exposes strata as old as Oligocene Sespe Formation, and at least one well reaches the Cretaceous (Fig. 2) .
Pre-Miocene strata Seedorf (1983) described the pre-Sespe stratigraphy of Oak Ridge and correlated it to sequences in the Simi Hills, Santa Monica Mountains, and adjacent areas. The Shell Dryden 2 well near Bardsdale penetrated 700 m (2300 feet) of Upper Cretaceous sandstone overlain unconformably by basal conglomerate of the Eocene Llajas Formation (Rieser, 1976) . The Union Torrey 92 deep-test well at Torrey Canyon oil field penetrated 536 m (1760 feet) of interbedded gray to black calcareous shale and gray, black to green, poorlysorted pebbly conglomerate grading upward to interbedded gray sandstone and black calcareous shale (Ricketts and Whaley, 1975) . Microfossils are of Paleocene or Cretaceous age. The strata are glauconitic at the contact with overlying algal limestone and conglomerate of the Llajas Formation.
The marine Llajas Formation of middle and late Eocene age contains a basal cobble conglomerate overlying older strata with low-angle unconformity (Seedorf, 1983) . The conglomerate is associated with algal limestone in the Torrey 92 well and is overlain by strata with middle Eocene foraminifers (Ulatisian Stage of Mallory, 1959) . Lithologies include sandstone and gray siltstone, some containing trace fossils ("worm impressions"). Bathyal foraminiferal faunas are found in the middle part of the Llajas, and neritic faunas of late Eocene age (Narizian Stage of Mallory, 1959) occur in the upper part, reflecting the transgressive-regressive cycle documented by Squires(1981) at the Llajas type section in the Simi Hills. Thickness is 750 m (2450 feet) in the Torrey 92 well increasing westward to 1280 m (4200 feet) in the Dryden 2 well.
The Eocene is transitional upsection to the nonmarine Sespe Formation, a redbed sequence including sandstone, varicolored mudstone, and local conglomerate (McCracken, 1972) . Vertebrate faunas are of late middle Eocene to late Oligocene age (Lander, 1983) , and a tuff bed near the top of the Sespe at South Mountain is dated by K-Ar as 27.8 +/ 0.28 Ma (Mason and Swisher, 1988) . Thicknesses on Oak Ridge are 1770-2120 m (5800 to 6950 feet), close to the maximum Sespe thicknesses measured anywhere in the Ventura basin.
Miocene strata
The Miocene south of the Oak Ridge fault consists of three sequences separated by angular unconformities: the lower Miocene Vaqueros Formation, the middle Miocene Topanga Formation and Conejo Volcanics, and the middle and upper Miocene Modelo Formation. At Big Mountain, south of Oak Ridge, the Vaqueros contains microfossils of the Saucesian Stage of Kleinpell (1938) and thus is no older than early Miocene, 23 Ma (Blake, 1983) . The Vaqueros lies with angular unconformity on normal-faulted Sespe Formation (Hall and others, 1967; Canter, 1974; Yeats, 1987b) . The Topanga Formation and Conejo Volcanics contain middle Miocene foraminifers, predominantly of the Relizian Stage of Kleinpell (1938) ; these formations overlap the Vaqueros to rest directly on Sespe Formation. The Conejo Volcanics include andesite and basalt flows and volcaniclastic rocks dated by potassium-argon as 15.5 +/-0.8 to 13.9 +/-0.4 Ma (Turner and Campbell, 1979; Williams, 1983) . The Conejo Volcanics flowed northward from eruptive centers in the western Santa Monica Mountains, and they now lens out south of the middle Miocene outcrop on the south side of Oak Ridge (Figure 3 ) providing evidence^ that Oak Ridge existed as a tppo_£raB.hic feature during the middle Miocene (Yeats, l<*87b) . The feather edge of the volcanics is exposed only in the Big Mountain area south of Oak Ridge. In the subsurface of Oxnatd Plain, the Conejo Volcanics are overlain with angular unconformity by Modelo Formation, which consists of a basal sandstone of late middle Miocene age (microfossils of the Luisian Stage of Kleinpell, 1938) overlain predominantly by organic shale, siliceous shale, chert, dolomite, limestone, thin-bedded sandstone, and silver-gray ash of middle and late Miocene age (Luisian and Mohnian Stages) (Yeats, 1983a) . Zircon from an ash bed in the Modelo Formation at Balcom Canyon gave an age of 8.3 +/-0.8 Ma (Obradovich and Naeser, 1981) . The relatively thin Modelo of Oak Ridge and adjacent areas to the south is in contrast to thick turbidite-bearing Modelo in the Santa Susana Mountains and east Ventura basin.
Miocene formations on Oak Ridge are poorly exposed due to extensive landslides, and the Conejo Volcanics are not present there to distinguish in the field between Vaqueros sandstone and basal Modelo sandstone. Furthermore, the unconformities that are angular south of Oak Ridge are disconformities at Oak Ridge, making more difficult the separation of various Miocene sandstones in the field. Accordingly, the Miocene sandstones are mapped together. A sill of hornblende andesite at South Mountain occurs at a higher stratigraphic level than the Conejo Volcanics and is therefore younger (Yeats, 1964) . The combined Miocene sandstone sequence is thinnest at Vest Montalvo, South Mountain, Bardsdale, Shiells Canyon, and Torrey Canyon oil fields, 185-230 m (600-750 feet), and thickest in areas between the major oil fields, Balcom Canyon and Wiley Canyon, 670-715 m (2200-2350 feet). This suggests that individual structures localizing these oil fields were in existence in middle Miocene time. At Shiells Canyon, Edwards (1971) was able to map separately the Vaqueros and the basal Modelo sandstone, and he found the Modelo sandstone was only about 18 m (60 feet) thick. Farther east, the basal Modelo sandstone is mapped in the subsurface (Figure 2) where it is as much as 128 m (420 feet) thick. In the Oakridge oil field, the Modelo sandstone overlies the Vaqueros with low-angle unconformity.
The fine-grained portion of the Modelo Formation is exposed on Oak Ridge and is found in the subsurface to the south. Kew (1924) subdivided the Modelo into a lower, more siliceous member and an upper, more clay-rich member, roughly corresponding to sequences with Luisian and Mohnian foraminifers, respectively. The lower member consists of thin-bedded organic shale with interbeds of sandstone, limestone, and chert, and the upper member includes chocolate-brown to white diatomaceous shale, siltstone, and chert. The uppermost Modelo contains a siliceous fauna that is not age-diagnostic. Thicknesses of the Modelo are 150 m (500 feet) at Bardsdale oil field, 520 m (1700 feet) at West Montalvo oil field, and 730 m (2400 feet) at Torrey Canyon and Oakridge oil fields.
Wells north of the Oak Ridge fault are not deep enough to penetrate the Miocene. Information on the Miocene there is based on exposures on the north side of the Ventura trough, where the Sespe is overlain by Vaqueros Formation (primarily shallow-marine sandstone), Rincon Shale, and Honterey Formation. These formations also occur in horses along the Oak Ridge fault (Rieser, 1976) , indicating that they underlie the Pliocene of the footwall block near the fault. Miocene thicknesses on the north side of the Ventura basin are 450-600 m for the lower Miocene Rincon Shale and 600-780 m for the middle and upper Miocene Monterey Shale (Nagle and Parker, 1971; Schlueter, 1976; Barnard, 1979; Jackson and Yeats, 1982; Huftile, 1988) . Because the Ventura trough is postMiocene in age, these thicknesses probably also apply close to the Oak Ridge fault as well. The Rincon Shale north of the Oak Ridge fault is included in the Vaqueros Formation south of the fault, and the Monterey Shale north of the fault is coeval with the Topanga Formation, Conejo Volcanics, and Modelo Formation south of the fault.
Pliocene and Pleistocene strata
In the western Ventura basin, the Monterey Formation (or locally the Modelo Formation) is overlain by the Sisquoc Formation, and in the eastern Ventura basin, the Modelo Formation is overlain by the Towsley Formation. The Sisquoc is predominantly fine grained, although sandstone turbidites occur on the north side of the Ventura basin and in the D-8 zone of the Ventura Avenue oil field (Yeats, 1983b) . The Towsley is predominantly turbidite sandstone and conglomerate alternating with siltstone (Winterer and Durham, 1962; Yeats and others, 1985) . Fine-grained Towsley and Sisquoc strata typically include chocolate-brown siltstone in contrast to the siliceous or calcareous, dark brown to black organic shale of the Modelo Formation and the brownish-gray siltstone of the overlying Pliocene Fernando Formation (Yeats, 1976) . Thicknesses of Sisquoc are 640 m in the Carpinteria area (Jackson and Yeats, 1982) and 460 m in the upper Ojai valley (Schlueter, 1976) . The Towsley is 1200 to 1250 m thick in the westernmost Santa S us ana Mountains at the east end of the Oak Ridge fault (Ricketts and Vhaley, 1975) . The Sisquoc Formation is absent on the hanging-wall block of the Oak Ridge fault except for an area near the coast where fine-grained Sisquoc strata overlying the Modelo are overlapped by Pliocene beds with a Repettian Stage microfauna as described by Natland (1952) .
The age of the Sisquoc and Towsley is not completely resolved. The microfauna in these formations have been referred to the Delmontian Stage of Kleinpell (1938) , but this is not a true faunal stage (Pierce, 1972; Barron, 1976) . Furthermore, part of the lower Towsley has a Mohnian microfauna (Yeats and others, 1985) . Radiometric dating of ash beds intercalated with strata of late Miocene to early Pliocene age in the Santa Maria basin and Palos Verdes Hills provides an estimate of 6 Ma for the top of the Mohnian Stage and 4 Ma for the top of the Malaga Mudstone in the Palos Verdes Hills (Obradovich and Naeser, 1981) , a formation correlated to the Sisquoc Formation. Barron (1986) shows the top of the Mohnian as time-transgressive, varying from slightly older than 7 Ma to slightly older than 6 Ma. With the Miocene-Pliocene boundary now placed at 5.3 Ma, the Sisquoc is in part Miocene and in part Pliocene in age.
The overlying Pliocene and lower Pleistocene strata of the Fernando Formation are considered as one lithologic sequence (Yeats, 1976; . The basal beds are deep-water siltstone gradational in the footwall block with the Sisquoc below. These pass upward into abyssal-plain turbidite sandstone alternating with siltstone. These strata are derived primarily from crystalline basement east of the basin and carried down a trough ancestral to the Santa Clara valley (Hsu, 1977; Hsu and others, 1980) . Subordinate source areas In the Topatopa Mountains to-the north supplied submarine fans with clasts of sedimentary rock, primarily Eocene sandstone, but also Including clasts of Monterey Shale. West of Plru, these sandstone turbidites spread out over a broad basin floor that extended from the Oak Ridge fault north across the Ventura Avenue anticline and Canada Larga syncline to the San Cayetano and Red Mountain faults. Upsection, the turbidite sandstones are crowded south against the Oak Ridge fault, reflecting a gentle southward tilting of the basin floor toward the' fault. The uppermost turbidites flowed south of Oak Ridge and are most abundant in the Oxnard Plain, suggesting that the main sediment path was down the Happy Camp and Long Canyon synclines south of Oak Ridge rather than the Santa Clara Valley. In the Oxnard Plain, the turbidite sandstones wedge out against Miocene rocks in a buttress submarine unconformity (Yeats, 1965) . Locally, a thin veneer of discontinuously-deposited deep-water Fernando siltstone occurs between the Fernando turbidites and the Miocene. Other submarine unconformities developed within the Fernando in the direction of the Santa Monica Mountains and along Oak Ridge in the direction of South Mountain (Figure 4) . North of the Oak Ridge fault, turbidites are overlain by a thick mudstone section ("Mudpit shale") with a Pleistocene cold-water fauna correlated to the Santa Barbara Formation, and this is overlain by the Saugus Formation (San Pedro Formation of Weber and others, 1973) . The type locality of the Saugus is in the east Ventura basin, but the name "Saugus" has been rather loosely applied to all shallow-marine and nonmarine coarse clastic deposits that predate late Pleistocene deformation in the Ventura basin. As shown by Yeats (1976; , the turbidite sandstone-mudstone facies boundary and the mudstone-Saugus boundary are time-transgressive, older eastward toward Plru and northward toward the outcrop.
During deposition of the Pliocene-Pleistocene sequence, the central Ventura basin was a flat-floored borderland basin with Oak Ridge an intermittently positive submarine feature in its center (Yeats, 1965) and the Santa Monica Mountains and Topatopa Mountains above water on the south and north, respectively. The basin subsided at a slower rate than it was filled, so that the shoreline migrated west to and perhaps beyond its present position. Thicknesses of the Pliocene-Pleistocene sequence in the main basin are enormous: 6 km near the coastline and 7.7 km in the deepest part of the basin between Fillmore and Piru. The Pleistocene sequence in the deepest part of the basin is nearly 5 km thick (Yeats, 1977) , the thickest Quaternary sequence in the world.
The Fernando Formation Is divided by Natland (1952) into four microfaunal stages based on benthic foraminifers. These are, from oldest to youngest, the Repettian, Venturian, Wheelerian, and Halllan. The benthic foram zones, at least those up to the middle Wheelerian, approach time lines within the main Ventura trough and the Oxnard Plain because they are parallel to electric-log markers and ash beds. This is probably because these areas occupy a single paleoecological niche, the abyssal plain. Across bathymetric strike, the zones cross time lines in comparison with pelagic microfaunal assemblages (Ingle, 1967) , indicating that the faunal assemblages are controlled by environmental stresses in addition to age. The high latitude and the provincial nature of the faunas make it difficult to correlate the Ventura basin sequence to the tropical open-ocean time scale (Ingle, 1973) .
However, the Pliocene-Pleistocene sequence has been age-calibrated by tephrachronology, magnetostratigraphy, and radiometric dating. Zircons in an ash bed in Repettian strata in the Palos Verdes Hills were fission-track dated at 3.4 +/-0-3 Ma (Obradovich and Naeser, 1981) , suggesting an age of the Repettian-Sisquoc boundary of about 4 Ma (assuming the tops of the Sisquoc Formation and Malaga Mudstone are time-correlative). On Oak Ridge west of South Mountain, Sama-Wojcicki and others (1984; 1987) reported the Huckleberry Ridge ash, 2.01 Ma in age, in Fernando strata that are younger than Repettian on the basis of field and subsurface relations. Zircons in the Bailey ash, between Horizons 4 and 5 of Yeats (1983) and Blackie and Yeats (1976) were fission-track dated at 1.2 +/-0.2 Ma (Izett and others, 1974; Izett, 1981) . Blackie and Yeats (1976) , using magnetic stratigraphy, recognized the Olduvai event below and the Jaramillo event above the Bailey ash horizon in the Saticoy field. Other ash beds in the upper Fernando Formation and lowermost Saugus Formation at the Ventura Avenue anticline (Sarna-Wojcicki and others, 1984; 1987) and the identification of the Brunhes-Matuyama chron boundary there (Liddicoat and Opdyke, 1981) permit the dating of the base of the Saugus there at about 0.65 Ma (Yeats, 1988) . Amino acid racemization age estimates in shells in the Saugus Formation show that the top of the Saugus is about 0.2 Ma (Lajoie and others, 1982) , although K. R. Lajoie (pers. comm. 1987) indicates that an age as old as 0.4 Ma is permitted by his data. A magnetostratigraphic section in the east Ventura basin, calibrated by the presence of the dated Bishop tuff, indicates that the top of the Saugus there is about 0.4 Ma (Levi and others, 1986 ).
Late Quaternary sediments
The shift from deposition to erosion accompanying major folding and faulting from 0.2 Ma to the present results in poor preservation of the late Quaternary geological record. During this time, Oak Ridge, South Mountain, and the Ventura Hills north of the lower Santa Clara River were uplifted, and the shoreline migrated westward and eastward in response to Pleistocene eustatic sealevel change/. Sediments include fluvial deposits of the Santa Clara River and of major side streams, including Piru, Sespe, and Santa Paula Creeks and the Ventura River, alluvial-fan deposits from smaller side drainages into the Santa Clara River, landslide deposits, especially on Oak Ridge, and estuarine, beach, and eolian deposits along the coast McCoy and SarnaUojcicki, 1978; Greene and others, 1978) . The thickness of post-0.2 Ma gravels cannot be determined in the footwall block between Santa Paula and Piru because the Saugus there is nearly flat-lying, and Saugus gravels are similar to overlying late Quaternary gravels of the Santa Clara River. However, where Santa Clara River deposits locally overlie beds strongly deformed along the Oak Ridge fault or south-dipping strata on the north flank of the Santa Clara syncline, the river gravels rest with angular unconformity on these deformed strata, and the thickness of the river gravels can be determined.
In the lower Santa Clara Valley and the adjacent Oxnard Plain, the Saugus Formation is overlain unconformably by as much as 400 meters of alluvial deposits that have been subdivided into older alluvium and younger alluvium (State Uacer Resources Board, 1953 , 1956 Geotechnical Consultants, 1972) . The older alluvium includes coarse-grained sand and gravel described as the Mugu aquifer in the Oxnard Plain. The Mugu aquifer is correlated with difficulty across the Oak Ridge fault to gravels that are thickest near the present Santa Clara River and thinner northward toward the foothills. The basal sand and gravel unit is overlain by clay and silty clay with only minor amounts of sand and gravel (Geotechnical Consultants, 1972) . Foraminifers from this finegrained unit are similar to those found in place in the Fernando Formation, leading Quick (1973; to propose a near-surface fault within the lower Santa Clara Valley. It seems more likely tnat the fine-grained unit, together with its microfossils, is derived from the Pico Formation of the Ventura Hills and Oak Ridge, both of which began to be strongly uplifted about 200,000 years ago. The younger alluvium includes the Oxnard aquifer which is correlated from the Oxnard Plain across the Oak Ridge fault into the lower Santa Clara Valley. The alluvial sequence is 120 to 165 meters thick near the coast and somewhat thinner near the west end of Oak Ridge. Farther east, in the City of Santa Paula, 390 m of gravels overlie steeply-dipping Saugus Formation in the Union SPS 1 well, drilled close to the Oak Ridge fault in the footwall block. Farther east, the thickness of post-Saugus sediments cannot be determined because the Saugus is nearly flat-lying, but the post-Saugus sediments are probably at least as thick as they are at Santa Paula. In the hanging-wall block of the Oak Ridge fault at Bardsdale, 40-50 meters of river gravel and alluvial-fan deposits overlie Sespe Formation. In the lower Santa Clara Valley, alluvial-fan deposits from 4 m below the surface of Harmon Fan contain vertebrates which gave four amino-acid racemization dates ranging from 5700 to 6300 yrs (Egner and others, 1974) . Rodent bones at 3.5-4 m below the surface near the fan head were dated as 6000 yrs (Sama-Wojcicki and others, 1976). Putnam (1942) recognized the Sulphur Mountain surface as postdating the midPleistocene orogeny, but this surface has not been dated. Lajoie and others (1982) , using amino-acid racemization of shells at the base of deformed marine terrace deposits, dated the Ventura terrace at 85 to 105 ka, the Punta Gorda terrace at 40 to 60 ka, and the Sea Cliff terrace at 1.8-5.8 ka. The Punta Gorda terrace is also dated by the U-series method (Kaufman and others, 1971) , and the Sea Cliff terrace is also dated by the radiocarbon method. The Oak View fluvial terrace of the Ventura River provided radiocarbon dates of 39.4 +/-2.6 and 36.6 +/ 1.1 Vca (Rockwell and others, 1984) . McCoy and SarnaUojcicki (1978) pointed out that latest Pleistocene surfaces are marked by a prominent B horizon in soils developed on their surfaces, whereas Holocene surfaces lack a prominent B horizon. At two small pressure ridges near Montalvo, latest Pleistocene deposits with a prominent soil directly overlie the Saugus Formation, and the thick alluvial sequence of surrounding lowlands is not present (Hall. 1982) .
The Santa Clara River now reaches the coast near the Oak R14ge fault, in the hanging-wall block, but this was not always the case. The Hugvi and Hueneme submarine canyons were cut by currents laden with sediments originating in the Santa Clara River; these sediments were carried south by longshore currents to these submarine canyons (Greene and others, 1978) . At various times in the late Quaternary, the Santa Clara River cut southward across the Oxnard Plain to feed directly into the Mugu and Hueneme canyons. Greene and others (1978) 12 showed that the Mugu aquifer and other upper Pleistocene sediments crop out on the walls of these submarine canyons.
Structure General statement
The structural history of the Oak Ridge fault system can be divided into three stages: (1) Miocene normal faulting accompanying extension and volcanism, (2) Pliocene-middle Pleistocene faulting accompanying filling of the Ventura trough, and (3) late Quaternary faulting. Because pre-Pliocene rocks in the Ventura trough are too deeply buried to be reached by drilling, evidence for Miocene tectonics is limited to the hanging-wall block of the Oak Ridge fault. Pliocene-early Pleistocene deformation is best studied west of Oak Ridge, where both hanging-wall and footwall blocks are at maximum burial, but indirect evidence of deformation all along the fault is obtained by comparing thicknesses and facies of sequences of this age in the hanging-wall and footwall blocks. Late Quaternary deformation is best studied by examination of wells drilled adjacent to and through the fault zone.
Miocene normal faulting
The Sespe Formation is cut by normal faults in the Vest Montalvo, Vest Mountain, South Mountain, Bardsdale, and Shiells.Canyon oil fields on Oak Ridge as well as fields farther south in the Oxnard Plain (Yeats, 1987b) . At Big Mountain oil field, south of Torrey Canyon, the Sespe underwent normal faulting prior to deposition of the Vaqueros Formation (Hall and others, 1967; Canter, 1974) . At South Mountain oil field, there was an early episode of normal faulting that cuts the Sespe but not the overlying Miocene sandstone and a later episode that cuts the Modelo but not the Fernando (Yeats, 1965; 1987b) . These normal faults occur in conjugate sets-,^indicating that the maximum compressive stress is the load stress 0?i), approximately perpendicular to bedding of the overlying, moderately-dipping Fernando Formation. This relationship becomes evident by comparing a structure contour map of a Sespe horizon with a form-line structure contour map of the same horizon constructed perpendicular to dipping Fernando bedding rather than to the horizontal ( Figure  5 ) . The form-line map shows that the conjugate faults are accompanied by broad folding of the Sespe into brachyanticlines with their axes parallel to local 2. The oil accumulations at South Mountain and Vest Mountain oil fields are more closely related in space to these restored brachyanticlines than to present-day structure; the southern end of the South Mountain field extends almost to the axis of the present-day Long Canyon sync line, but does not extend very far down the east plunge of the South Mountain anticline toward Balcom Canyon.
The Colonia pool of the Vest Montalvo oil field is presently the most deeply buried Sespe oil reservoir south of the Oak Ridge fault, but this is principally due to burial by post-Miocene strata. The Sespe is overlain directly by Modelo Formation, with older Miocene formations (Conejo, Topanga, Vaqueros) absent. The basal transgressive Modelo sandstone lenses out around the Colonia structure such that in the center of the field, fine-grained Modelo rests directly on Sespe. This indicates that the Colonia producing structure was topographically high at the beginning of Modelo deposition. The parallelism of Modelo sandstone isopachs to east-west normal faults cutting Sespe Formation (Figure 3) suggests that the topography was tectonically controlled.
It has already been noted that lava flows of the Conejo Volcanics lens out northward against the south side of Oak Ridge, coming closest to the Oak Ridge fault at Balcom Canyon and El Rio oil field, east and west, respectively, of South Mountain oil field (Figure 3 ). This suggests that Oak Ridge was a tectonically-controlled topographic feature in middle Miocene time. Because this Miocene ridge is parallel to the post-Miocene Oak Ridge fault, it is proposed that the Oak Ridge fault had a Miocene normal-fault ancestor, and the convex-north trace of the ancestral fault was controlled by stresses related to volcanic centers in the western Santa Monica Mountains (Campbell and Yerkes, 1976; Jakes, 1979) , formed in part by caldera collapse (Yeats, 1987b) . Except for South Mountain, the conjugate fault systems in Oak Ridge oil fields show an orientation of 2, the intermediate principal stress, parallel to the convexnorth fault trace, indicating that extension was horizontal and perpendicular to the fault.
Pliocene and Pleistocene deformation during filling of the Ventura trough
During the Pliocene and much of the Pleistocene, both sides of the Oak Ridge fault subsided and received sediments, but the north side subsided more and thus received a greater thickness of sediments. However, the water depth at the time of deposition was the same for strata of any given age on both sides of the fault, as based on benthic foraminifera, and there are no scarp-derived breccias adjacent to the fault on the downthrown side. This indicates that the fault had little or no topographic expression on the sea floor. Unconformities developed within the sequence in the direction of Oak Ridge (Figure 4 ), but these appear to express only a temporary change from sediment accumulation to sediment bypassing or even submarine erosion (Yeats, 1965) .
It is difficult to imagine a mechanism in which basin narrowing accompanied by reverse faulting could occur without uplift of the hanging-wall block. Namson (1987) retrodeformed (balanced) a cross section based on data near the Oak Ridge fault from Yeats (1979b, in part reproduced as Cross Section B-B', Plate V) and found that the bedding intersects the fault in such a way that the fault would have to be normal when the bedding was horizontal. Based on this relationship, he proposed that the Oak Ridge fault was originally a northdipping normal fault that underwent displacement during deposition of the Sisquoc Formation and much of the Fernando Formation, perhaps into early Pleistocene time. Anticlinal folding occurred later, rotating the fault into its present orientation as a reverse fault. The normal-fault hypothesis would explain the lack of uplift during the Pliocene, because the basin would have been undergoing extension at that time.
On the other hand, reverse faulting during the depositional phase is clearly documented for the Taylor thrust set in the Ventura Avenue oil field, where thin-skinned thrusting occurred 1.3 to 0.65 Ma (Yeats, 1983b) . Folding occurred in the Carpinteria basin prior to Santa Barbara (marine early Pleistocene) deposition (Jackson and Yeats, 1982) , and folding occurred prior to Saugus deposition on the south side of the Santa Susana Mountains (Yeats, 1979a; 1987) , in the Santa Clara Valley east of Piru (Yeats et al., 1985) , and in the Upper Ojai Valley (Huftile, 1988) . This indicates that some contractile deformation occurred during the depositional phase, as early as 1.3 Ma, long before the end of Saugus deposition at 0.4-0.2 Ma. Namson's proposal does not consider the possibility of bedding slip accompanying folding on the south limb of the Santa Clara syncline, which could result in the present geometric relationship along a fault that was reverse at the time of deposition. This problem will be discussed in greater detail in a separate paper.
Because any given Pliocene or Pleistocene horizon was deposited in the same depth of water on both sides of the fault, the vertical separation of this horizon is a measure of the vertical component of movement on the Oak Ridge fault since that horizon was deposited. For vertical separation, I measure the vertical distance between the horizon in the crest of the Oak Ridge anticline and the trough of the adjacent Santa Clara syncline, thereby including folding related to the fault as well as separation across the fault itself (for further discussion, see Yeats, 1988) . The difference in thickness of a given stratigraphic interval in the upthrown and downthrown block can be used to determine the vertical separation rate of that interval. Rates are based on the following age assumptions: Repetto-Sisquoc contact, 4 Ma; top of Repetto, 3 Ma; microfaunal horizon 5, 1 Ma; base of Saugus near the coast, 0.65 Ma; top of Saugus, 0.2 Ma (see discussion under Stratigraphy giving evidence for ages of horizons).
Vertical separation rates are shown in Figure 6a . Two trends are apparent: an increase in separation rates for the last 4 m.y., and an increase in rates from west to east. Rates for the Repetto member of the Fernando Formation are 0.5 to 1.1 mm/yr, for the remainder of the Fernando Formation (Pico member), 0.6 to 2.3 mm/yr, and for the Saugus, 1.4 to 7.5 mm/yr.
Post-Saugus deformation
Vertical separation rates for the time after the end of Saugus deposition are 0 (in the coastal plain west of Oak Ridge) to more than 11 mm/yr from South Mountain eastward, assuming that the top of the Saugus is 0.2 Ma and the flatlying gravels in the Union SPS 1 well near Santa Paula (Cross Section C-C', Plate V) are younger than Saugus. Yeats and others (1988) propose that the Saugus is not uplifted in the hanging-wall block of the Oak Ridge fault west of Oak Ridge because the displacement is transferred from the Oak Ridge fault to a decollement in Miocene shale, called by them the Sisar decollement. Yeats (1988) shows that the vertical separation rate at South Mountain could be as low as 5.6 mm/yr if the top of the Saugus is as old as 0.4 Ma.
Oak Ridge itself is underlain by a series of left-stepping anticlines, most of which bring Sespe Formation to the surface. Many of the faults in the core of the anticline at South Mountain have normal separation; these formed during the Miocene (Figure 5 ; Yeats, 1987) . Those with reverse separation are assumed to be Quaternary, although they do not cut Quaternary deposits. The leftstepping anticlines west of South Mountain (Plate I) have no expression in the deformation of microfaunal horizon 5 (Plate III), which shows a homoclinal dip to the SSE. The structural depression at Balcom Canyon between the anticlines to the west at South Mountain and to the east at Bardsdale is not expressed in deformation of the Bailey ash (Plate I); this depression is the only place where Repettian strata are exposed on the south side of Oak Ridge. These relations suggest that the culminations and depressions along the Oak Ridge anticline, together with the left steps, predate the anticline itself, which is almost entirely post-Saugus.
The Santa Clara syncline is also stepped to the left on the west side of Oak Ridge such that at one locality at the west end of Oak Ridge, there is no south flank of the sync line. East of Balcom Canyon, the sync line also lacks a south flank (Cross Section E-E'), but this area separates a more simple, asymmetric syncline to the west from a more complex folded structure to the east. West of Piru, these structures formed prior to the end of Saugus deposition, but in the east Ventura basin, the Saugus is involved in these folds as well (Yeats and others, 1985) . Folding of the syncline at the east end of the Oak Ridge fault clearly predates faulting; Cross Sections F-F' and G-G* show the Oak Ridge fault cutting across already-folded strata.
Well data provide structural control on the Oak Ridge fault to depths as . great as 4 km (Plate II). The fault may be subdivided into several segments: (1) coastal segment, (2) oblique-slip segment from Saticoy to Santa Paula, (3) dip-slip segment from Santa Paula to Balcom Canyon, (4) dip-slip, lobate segment from Balcom Canyon to Wiley Canyon, and (5) eastern segment, where the fault divides into several splays and dies out. . The coastal segment ts at maximum burial on both hanging-wall arid footwall sides; there has been virtually no displacement since the end of Saugus deposition. However, near Montalvo, there are two left-stepping pressure ridges in which Saugus and post-Saugus sediments are deformed; these are described below in the Neotectonics section. This segment trends westward for a considerable distance offshore, where it is difficult to describe because of the lack of well control on the fault itself. The fault zone is very thin and is mapped as a zone of erratic dips where no electric-log correlation is possible in the otherwise easily correlatable Fernando turbidite sandstones and mudstones. The fault cuts Fernando Formation but dies out in the upper Fernando and does not cut Saugus. At the east end of this segment, the fault does not cut Fernando at all; the Fernando is folded into a steep monoclinal flexure above a blind fault beneath well control (see cross sections in Yeats and others, 1981) . The Montalvo normal fault (Cross Section A-A'; Plates II and III) diverges southwest from the Oak Ridge and cuts the entire Saugus; thicker Saugus in the downthrown block indicates that the Hontalvo fault is a growth fault. The normal separation is difficult to explain in an otherwise contractile regime. The fault may have a left-lateral strike-slip component with the slip vector trending more easterly than the strike of the fault.
In the oblique-slip segment between Saticoy and Santa Paula, the Oak Ridge fault dips as steeply as 80 degrees southeast. Unlike the coastal segment, the fault cuts Saugus and would probably be expressed at the surface by a scarp, but the Santa Clara River flows down the surface trace of the fault and is in part located in the hanging-wall block; thus the fault has no surface expression. The footwall block contains the Saticoy oil field, which produces oil from upturned Fernando turbidite sandstones lensing out against the South Mountain seaknoll of Yeats (1965) . The Oak Ridge fault cuts obliquely across the seaknoll and displaces it 3.5 km left-laterally and 3.75 km vertically at the Horizon 5 level, giving a net slip of 5.2 km (Yeats, 1976) . A frontal fault within the Saticoy field parallel to the Oak Ridge fault has displaced the turbidite reservoirs and their oil-water contacts left-laterally, indicating that oil accumulation predated the youngest movement on the fault (Yeats and Taylor, in prep.) . In this segment, the post-Saugus displacement increases northeastward from zero to its maximum figure of 2375 to 2490 m at South Mountain (Yeats, 1988) . The fault zone itself consists predominantly of highly fractured Monterey Shale, although upturned Fernando turbidites close to the fault are also highly fractured and cemented with calcite (Friedman, 1969) . At the west end of Oak Ridge, the Lloyd-Butler reverse fault with north side up diverges from the Oak Ridge fault and extends eastward parallel to the southern range front. The Lloyd-Butler fault cuts Fernando but not Saugus, and thus it is not exposed at the surface.
This segment grades into the dip-slip segment between Santa Paula and Balcom Canyon as the strike of the fault curves from northeast to east-southeast. The dip of the fault decreases eastward from 80 degrees to 64 degrees. This segment contains the eastern end of oil production from Fernando turbidites,* referred to as the Bridge pool of the South Mountain oil field, although it is continuous with the Saticoy field. Casings of oil wells crossing the .fauJLt_are not deformed at the fault, indicating no aseismic slip since these, wells were drilled in the mid-1950's. The Santa Clara River flows in the hanging-wall block at the City of Santa Paula, but upstream to the east, the river is farther from the foot of Oak Ridge, and the surface trace of the Oak Ridge fault is expressed by tectonic topography. Balcom Canyon itself is marked by the sharpest change in strike along the entire fault. The range-front fault extends into the range and dies out, and a more northerly fault strikes north along the range front and curves eastward toward Bardsdale. South of the crest of South Mountain, the north-dipping South Mountain thrust is not in contact with strata younger than the Modelo Formation, which it cuts. However, the thrust appears to be folded as part of the Oak Ridge anticline, indicating that it predates folding (see cross section in Yeats, 1988 ).
In the east-striking segment from Balcom Canyon to Uiley Canyon, the fault dips 64 to 77 degrees south at depth, but shallower than 1 to 2 km below sea level, the fault is strongly lobate (Rieser, 1976 ; Cross Sections E-E' and F-F', and Plate II). The lobate portion of the fault is also highly irregular in strike and dip, and locally, in the Shiells Canyon oil field, the fault dips west. Saugus Formation beneath the fault comprises an oil-producing zone in the Bardsdale and Shiells Canyon oil fields. Casings of oil wells crossing the Oak Ridge fault are not deformed at the fault, indicating that the fault has not moved aseismically since these wells were drilled in the late 1940's and 1950's. The thickness of the fault zone varies from a few meters to more than 300 meters in the lobate section at Shiells Canyon. The fault zone contains horses of marine Eocene, Sespe, Vaqueros, lower Miocene Rincon Shale, Monterey Shale, Repetto and Pico members of the Fernando Formation, and Saugus, and it is characterized by slickensides, gouge, cataclastic sandstone, secondary calcite, and highly variable core dips. Underneath the Oak Ridge fault is a frontal fault, the Basolo fault of Rieser (1976) which brings Fernando Formation over Saugus (Cross Sections D-D' and E-E'). The Basolo fault is truncated by the Oak Ridge fault and is probably older. In this segment, the lobate Oak Ridge fault comes to the surface in the Santa Clara Valley, far to the north of the range front, and its subcrop against Santa Clara River gravels is poorly constrained by well data (Plate II).
In the eastern segment, the Oak Ridge fault divides into the south, middle, and north strands (Ricketts and Whaley, 1975 ; Plates I and II; Cross Section G-G'). At Torrey Canyon oil field, the south strand brings Miocene to Cretaceous(?) strata on the south side into contact with Modelo Formation and younger strata on the north. The south strand steepens eastward to vertical and to a north dip with normal separation. Farther east, on the north side of the Oakridge oil field, the south strand is overridden by the Santa Susana fault (Yeats, 1987a) . The middle strand appears to be a splay of the south strand, and it, too, changes eastward from a south dip to a north dip. This change in dip is interpreted as broad southward tilting accompanying southverging thrusting on the Santa Susana fault. In the Upper Ojai Valley, the Sisar fault changes eastward from a south-dipping reverse fault to a northdipping normal fault as the San Cayetano fault is approached (Huftile, 1988) , a situation comparable to the Oak Ridge-Santa Susana relationship.
The north strand diverges from the Oak Ridge fault vest of the point where the south strand has a vertical dip (Plate II) , and it reaches the Santa Clara Valley and dies out as a reverse fault, suggesting that it is younger than the south and middle strands. Further north, the Camulos fault comprises the range-front fault of the northwest side of the Santa Susana Mountains, and it may offset late Quaternary alluvial deposits (note map relations in Plate I). Yeats and others (1985) mapped the Camulos fault as the north strand of the Oak Ridge fault. Farther east, the Camulos fault dies out, close to the place where the San Cayetano fault dies out. Both the north strand and the Camulos fault cut across already-folded Fernando and Saugus Formations.
Neotectonics
Although the Oak Ridge fault east of Saticoy Is considered as active with slip rates of 5.9 to 12.5 mm/yr (Yeats, 1988) , it produces relatively ffcw geomorphic features related to ground rupture, largely because the Santa Clara River follows the fault trace for most of its length. Nonetheless, several features along the fault trace give evidence of late Quaternary deformation. These are as follows: (1) Montalvo Mounds, (2) fialcom Canyon fault scarps, (3) Bardsdale Cemetery fault scarp, and (A) Camulos scarp. The Montalvo, Bardsdale, and Camulos relations are described below, followed by a discussion of Oak Ridge uplift history and drainage evolution.
Montalvo Mounds
The community of Montalvo is flanked on east and west by two en echelon, stepped-right west-northwest-trending pressure ridges (Plate I). A possible third pressure ridge north of the intersection of Bristol Road and Telephone Road (cf. Plate I) is suggested due to an anomalous deflection of the 220-and 240-foot contours on the southeast side of Harmon fan, but this could not be confirmed in the field, and it is not discussed further. This report on the other two mounds is an update of Hall (1982) , based on additional mapping by Edward A. Hall, John Powell, Russell Van Dissen, and Robert S. Yeats and an unpublished summary by Russell Van Dissen.
The eastern (Victoria Street) mound is 1100 m long, 300 m wide, and strikes N 70 W. Its appearance on the 1951 Saticoy 7 1/2 minute quadrangle, used for the base map for Plates 1-IV, shows that much of its southeastern portion was removed prior to 1951 by quarrying for sand and gravel. Most of the western half has now been quarried since the topographic map was surveyed. According to Hall (1982) , this quarrying has exposed, in the core of an anticline, a yellow-brown silty claystone at least 12 m thick containing charcoal that is beyond the range of radiocarbon dating. The claystone is overlain by looselyconsolidated sand and cobble gravel with interbeds of gray to tan siltstone. This sequence is similar to modern sediments of the Santa Clara River, and it is correlated to the Saugus Formation. Unconformably overlying the Saugus is a dirty brown, poorly-sorted sand and gravel with interbeds of silt similar to sediments transported from the north (Hall, 1982) by streams on the Harmon alluvial fan. The unconformity is most prominent on the south side of the anticline where Saugus Formation dipping 48 degrees SW is overlain by sand and gravel dipping 11 to 36 degrees SW. The unconformity is observed on the north side as well, but it is less angular. The axial region of the anticline is cut by two reverse faults, both with south side up and 12 to 15 m stratigraphic separation. The southerly fault strikes N 67-75E and dips 56-57 degrees south, and the northerly fault strikes N80E to N74W and dips 42-48 degrees south. The southerly fault cuts the sequence overlying the unconformity with separation of about 3 m. The anticlinal axis trends N60W and plunges 10-15 degrees NW. For a map and cross section of this mound, see Hall (1982) .
The western (Knoll Drive) mound strikes N50W and is 600 m long and 250 m wide. A geologic map by Hall (1982) has been updated on the basis of additional excavations south and west of Knoll Drive and is shown as Figure 7 . As described by Hall (1982) , the oldest rocks are loosely consolidated gray sand and gravel with interbeds of yellow-brown to reddish-brown sandy clay similar to the older sequence at the Victoria Street mound and correlated to the Saugus Formation; 7 meters of section was excavated at the Knoll Drive mound. The Saugus is overlain with angular unconformity by brown to gray-brown ssndy gravel and very dark-brown, silty, fine-grained sand and gravel. These units are thickest at the southwest edge of the Union Oil building excavation. A fault within the Saugus strikes N2E and dips 70-75 degrees E, but does not cut the above-mentioned unconformity at the base (Figure 8 ). Injected sand, clay, and gravel along the fault plane suggests that fault movement was coseismic. Farther west in the excavation, two normal faults have attitudes of NSW 75-78 degrees E. These faults cut the unconformity at the top of the Saugus but not the younger very dark-brown gravel. Both faults show west side up with a total separation of 3.5-4.5 m.
Excavations at the G. L. Center (Figure 7 ) reveal light gray Saugus sand and gravel overlain by yellow-brown and green clay which is itself unconformably overlain by black clay. Foundation borings north of the mound penetrated brown silt; the brown gravel of the Union excavation is missing. Excavations for a building site at the northwest corner of Sperry Avenue and Colt Street ( Figure  9 ) revealed numerous small faults, some of which extend to, but not across the surface soil. The older light-brown soil (Unit A of Figure 9 ) is tilted along with still older coarser-grained sediments. This soil is overlain and truncated by brown to black clayey soil (Unit B of Figure 9 ).
The map, Figure 7 , shows that the anticline curves from N70W in the south to N20W in the north. The post-Saugus sediments are finer grained on the northeast side, suggesting to Hall (1982) that uplift of the mound may have interrupted drainage from Harmon fan to the north, producing a lake or marsh. The mounds have no expression at depth in wells, as illustrated in Plate III and Cross Section B-B'. They are believed to be pressure ridges accompanying minor left slip on the Oak Ridge fault at depth. The local stress field accompanying left slip would suggest that east-trending faults would have reverse displacement, as observed in the Victoria Street mound, and northtrending faults would have normal displacement, as observed on the Knoll Drive mound.
An air-photo lineation close to the Oak Ridge fault at the Saticoy Country Club mapped by Sarna-Wojcicki and others (1976) was trenched, but no fault was found. However, an in situ burn zone in this trench yielded a radiocarbon age of 30,300 +/-750 years (T. K. Rockwell, pers. comm., 1987) . Soil developed in the overlying alluvium is consistent with this date and is similar to soils in the sediments unconformably overlying the Saugus in the Victoria Street mound. If this correlation is accepted, the younger, less-tilted sediments at Victoria Street have been deformed in the last 30,000 years.
Balcom Canyon fault scarps
East of Santa Paula, the Santa Clara River channel is well to the north of the Oak Ridge range front, and fault topography is developed along the range front as far east as the mouth of Balcom Canyon (Plate I). An alluvial fan, called here the Balcom fan, spreads out from the mouth of Balcom Canyon, and this may have contributed to the more northerly position of the Santa Clara River channel, because Balcom Canyon contains the largest north-flowing drainage on Oak Ridge. The north side of Oak Ridge contains massive landslides, one of which has covered part of the west end of the fan. This landslide is cut by the Oak Ridge fault. Farther east, the range front is sharply linear and stepped right from the fault trace in the landslide. A stereopair of the faulted landslide and linear range front is presented by Yeats and others (1982) .The surface position of the fault In comparison with its position in wells (Plate II) indicates that the fault is not lobate in this segment. The range front Is linear as far east as the fault segment boundary at Balcom Canyon, where the fault and the range front turn sharply north.
Bardsdale Cemetery trench
East of Balcom Canyon, well data show that the Oak Ridge fault projects to the surface 1 to 1.5 km north of the foot of Oak Ridge (Rieser, 1976; Plate II) . The range front is abrupt and scalloped; it was cut by the Santa Clara River at a time when it flowed south of its present channel (Figure lOa) . Water wells in the area such as Well 3N/20W/11A1 illustrated in Figure lOa , penetrate a gravel above the top of the Sespe that is interpreted as Santa Clara River gravel. Following northward migration of the channel, the surface was covered by coalescing alluvial fans (Bardsdale and Grimes fans) formed by streams draining Oak Ridge. Fan slope angles decrease from 4 degrees at the range front to 0.5 degrees downslope. At the north edge of the Bardsdale Cemetery, near the south end of Sespe Street, the Bardsdale surface is interrupted by a broad, north-facing scarp with slopes as high as 8 degrees. The scarp trends N60E, parallel to structure contours of the subjacent Oak Ridge fault, and can be traced for 1200 meters. A stereopair of this scarp is presented by Yeats and others (1982) . Vertical surface offset across this scarp is 5 m (Figure 11) .
A backhoe trench was excavated across this scarp on the west side of Sespe Street by Staal, Gardner, & Dunne, Inc. and logged by John Powell, David Gardner, and Russell Van Dissen. The trench (Figure 11 ) revealed alluvial-fan deposits derived from Modelo (in some cases burned brick red), Vaqueros, and Sespe strata similar to exposures on the north flank of Oak Ridge. These sediments are in contrast to Santa Clara River gravels which are far-derived and include well-rounded clasts of crystalline rocks. The fan deposits include silty sand with gravel, and sand and gravel channel deposits with variable amounts of cobbles and isolated boulders. Soils appear to be Holocene on the basis of an A/Cox profile development similar to other late Holocene soils in the Ventura basin (Rockwell and others, 1984b; T. K. Rockwell, pers. comm., 1986) ; this is confirmed by a radiocarbon date of 2010 +/-145 yrs based on charcoal in faulted sediments in the trench (T. K. Rockwell, pers. comm., 1986) .
The fan deposits are cut by a normal fault striking N70E and dipping 60-65 degrees north. Four distinctive contacts are recognized on both sides of the fault and are labeled (1), (2), (3), and (4) on Figure 11 . Contacts (1) and (2) are displaced 1.7 m, and Contacts (3) and (4) are displaced 2.1 m, weakly suggesting that (3) and (4) underwent a displacement of 0.4 m prior to deposition of (2). This difference can be seen on the trench log as a greater thickness of the beds between (2) and (3) in the downthrown block. However, these units vary considerably in thickness in the trench, and the thickness difference between (2) and (3) may represent juxtaposition by oblique-slip rather than dip-slip faulting. Trench evidence does not preclude the fault being formed in a single event.
A dark brown, clay-rich zone 2-4 cm thick in the deepest excavation of the fault appears to be fault gouge; shallower excavations of the fault lack gouge. Flat clasts of gravel tend to be aligned in the fault plane at shallower excavations. Silty, dark brown, very-fine-grained to medium-grained sand similar to the unit above contact (1) is entrained in the upper 3 m of fault excavation, suggesting that faulting was coseismic. The fault is overlain by unfaulted sand and gravel and dark-brown silty sand.
The vertical component of dip separation of contacts (3) and (4) is 1.7 m, considerably less than the vertical surface offset across the scarp of 5 m. This indicates that only a third of the offset across the scarp is accommodated at the near-surface fault. How was the rest of the offset formed? Evidence bearing on this problem includes (1) the Oak Ridge fault at depth is characterized by reverse slip at comparatively high rates (Yeats, 1988) , and (2) the maximum scarp slope angle is only 8 degrees, despite the fact that the scarp is undissected, and deformed sediments are late Holocene in age. This means that the low angle of the scarp slope does not indicate a great age for the scarp. I suggest that the scarp was formed by a lower angle reverse fault that is too deep to be reached by the trench (Figure lOb) , and the normal fault in the trench was formed by bending moment in the convex part of the fan sequence as it warped over the buried reverse fault. Neither of the abovementioned faults is the Oak Ridge fault, as Figure lOa shows, and they are more likely related to folding of the Oak Ridge anticline accompanying faulting. Similar features were trenched along the Dunstan fault, New Zealand (Beanland and others, 1986) .
The normal fault is overlain by unfaulted sediments that are warped to show the full 5 meters of vertical separation across the scarp, indicating that at least two events deformed sediments in the trench in the last 2000 years, one forming the normal fault and possibly some of the broad warping, and the other forming the rest of the broad warping, presumably as the proposed buried reverse fault formed. Because the vertical surface offset of the scarp is three times that on the normal fault, and the offset of contacts (3) and (4) is greater than that of contacts (1) and (2), there could have been three events in the last 2000 years.
Camulos scarp
South of Piru, alluvial deposits north of the range front on both sides of Torrey Road have a linear boundary with Santa Clara River channel deposits; this boundary is marked by the 640-foot contour east of Torrey Road. This lineament lies at the surface projection of the Camulos fault as based on well data. It could be related to faulting, but it could also be a terrace riser formed entirely by the Santa Clara River. Farther east, the Santa Clara River cuts into the hanging-wall block of the Camulos fault, and no fault-related surface features are preserved. Figure 6B is a longitudinal profile of maximum altitudes on Oak Ridge, and a comparison with Figure 6A shows that these altitudes are related to post-Saugus uplift of the hanging-wall block of the Oak Ridge fault. West of Oak Ridge, post-Saugus uplift is zero, but the west end of uplifted Saugus is nearly 3 km west of the prow of Oak Ridge because the Santa Clara River has eroded this western end at times when the river flowed south across Oxnard Plain. The ridge has a saddle at Balcom Canyon, which may reflect the structural depression that exists there; however, this structural depression is not evident in dips of the Fernando and Saugus on the south side of Oak Ridge. More likely, the high point at South Mountain reflects the resistance to erosion of a sill of hornblende andesite that crops out near the summit.
Uplift history of Oak Ridge
The Oak Ridge drainage divide is plotted on Plate IV. Comparison with the geologic map, Plate I, shows that the drainage divide is everywhere south of the Oak Ridge anticlinal axis. The anticlinal axis is far down the north side of Oak Ridge, locally near its base. For the most part, the drainage divide is within the Fernando Formation, and south of Fillmore, it is in Saugus. Locally, however, the drainage divide is in the Modelo, and these changes in position from Fernando to Modelo are abrupt, giving the map of the divide a serrate pattern. The northerly position of the drainage divide at South Mountain appears to be related to the resistant ledge of andesite; to the east in Balcom Canyon and to the west at the west end of Oak Ridge, the andesite is not present, and the drainage divide farther south, in the Fernando. This is evidence that the drainage divide was previously much farther north and has migrated southward as Oak Ridge was uplifted.
Alluvial fans are common on the southwest side of Oak Ridge, and most of these are entrenched. These fans were studied by Russell Van Dissen with the objective of determining if older fans are tilted southward more than younger ones. Age determinations on geomorphic surfaces are based on profile descriptions by Edwards and others (1970) calibrated for the Ventura basin by Rockwell and others (1984b) . Thus calibrated, the Chesterton (abrauptic durixeralf) and Huerhuero (haplic natrixeralf) soils of Edwards and others (1970) are 25-40 ka in age, and the Rincon, Zamora, and Azule mollic haploxeralf soils are 12-30 ka in age. Other soils are 5 ka and younger.
Longitudinal profiles of alluvial fans west of Fox Canyon (south of South Mountain) show that most surfaces older than 12 ka do not extend far upvalley but are found downstream of the range front as dissected alluvial fans. A single profile with a Huerhuero soil has a maximum slope angle of 8.8 degrees compared with a lower fan with a young soil in the same valley with a maximum slope of 6.6 degrees. At the head of the valley, the older surface is 40 m higher than the younger one, although at the range front, both surfaces have the same altitude and slope. For most of the valleys, the older fans have been removed by dissection, and this period of dissection was followed by valley infilling upstream of the range front. The younger valley fill is now being entrenched by the modern streams. The relations between the older and younger fan surfaces could be explained by uplift and southward tilting of Oak Ridge, but other factors such as climate cannot be excluded.
Conclusions
The Oak Ridge fault probably began as a middle Miocene normal fault annular to volcanic centers in the western Santa Monica Mountains, and this served as a zone of weakness to localize Pliocene and Quaternary activity. Different thicknesses of Fernando Formation north and south of the fault give evidence of Pliocene faulting accompanying subsidence of both blocks at different rates. This faulting took place at higher rates at Oak Ridge itself than it did near the coast and offshore, and displacement rates are greater for younger strata and are highest for the Pleistocene Saugus Formation. Strong uplift of the hanging-wall block at Oak Ridge began only in the late Pleistocene, 0.4-0.2 Ma. Near the coast, the hanging-wall block was not uplifted, and the only evidence of young deformation is the Montalvo mounds, pressure ridges accompanying strike-slip faulting of small displacement.
The Oak Ridge fault is poorly expressed in tectonic-geomorphic features, largely because the Santa Clara River covers most of the fault trace. However, where the Santa Clara River is well to the north of the fault trace, landslides and alluvial fans are observed to be deformed. The Bardsdale alluvial fan, radiocarbon dated as 2000 years, is offset 5 meters by a broad warp possibly masking a buried reverse fault and 1.7 meters by a normal fault exposed in a trench, giving evidence of two and possibly three faulting events in the last 2000 years. In the Montalvo mounds, alluvial fan materials as old as 30,000 years are tilted. On the basis of these relations and on the slip rate of 5.9 to 12.5 mm/yr at Oak Ridge, the Oak Ridge fault is considered active. Casings of oil wells drilled across the fault in the last 30-40 years are not damaged at the fault, indicating no aseismic slip during that time. Faults at Knoll Drive and Bardsdale Cemetery entrain soft sediments from below, suggesting that faulting was coseismic.
